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ON SOME QUALITY PROPERTIES OF SOLUTIONSOF THE SECOND ORDER QUASILINEAREQUATIONS
AbstractA quasilinear parabolic equation of the second order is considered. A lemmaon increase is proved for positive solutions of this equation. Su�cient conditionsfor the regularity of boundary points are established.

Let Rn+1 be (n+ 1) dimensional Euclidean space of points (t; x) = (t; x1; :::; xn) ;D be a domain in Rn+1, @D, and � (D) be a boundary and parabolic boundaryof the domain D, respectively; Ct1t2x0;R be a cylinder t1 < t < t2; ��x� x0�� < R;Alm = f(� ; �) jFs;� (t� � ; x� �) � l�sm g ; Alm;�m = Alm\ft � ��mg ; ~Alm;�m = Alm\ft > ��mg ; m = 1; 2; ::; Dc = Rn+1nD; s;� (E) be a parabolic (s; �) - capacity ofthe set E � Rn+1; generated by the kernel
Fs;� (t; x) =

8><>:
t�s exp�� jxj24�t� ; for t > 0
0; for t � 0 :

In domain D we consider a quasilinear parabolic equation of the form
Lu = nX

i;j=1 aij (t; x; u; ux)uij � ut = 0; (1)
where ux = (u1; :::; un) ; ui = @u@xi ; uij = @2u@xi@xj ; i; j = 1; :::; n; kaij (t; x; z; �)kis a real symmetric matrix whose elements are measurable in D for any �xedz 2 E1; � 2 En; moreover

sup(t;x)2Daii (t; x; z; �) =M1 <1; (2)
inf(t;x)2Dminj�j=1

nX
i;j=1 aij (t; x; z; �) �i�j = �1 > 0: (3)

We'll assume that the maximum principle is ful�lled for the operator L (see [1]).The goal of the paper is the obtaining a lemma on increase of positive solutions ofsecond order equations and also obtaining a su�cient condition in terms of Wienertype convergence of a series for M1; �1-regularity of boundary point. The obtainedcondition enables to establishM1; �1-regularity of boundary points of wider domainsthan in [2]. For heat equations analogous results in cylindrical domains were estab-lished by F.N.Tikhonov [3], for a domain bounded by two straight lines parallel tothe axis x, and curves x = '1 (t) and x = '2 (t) su�cient and necessary conditionsvery close to each other were obtained by I.G.Petrovskii [4]. In sequel, a regularity
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criterion of a boundary point for second order parabolic equations in terms of poten-tial were obtained in the papers [5], [6]. In terms of parabolic capacity for divergentstructure parabolic equations a regularity criterion of a boundary point was obtainedin the papers [7], [8]. These criteria are complete analogies of a Wiener criterionfor Laplace equation. For non-divergent structure parabolic equations the necessaryand su�cient conditions for the regularity of a boundary point were obtained in [9].

1. Estimation of potential type function. Let the numbers s > 0; � > 0and a > 5 be given. Consider the cylinders
Cm = C�lm;00;2aq�se lm ; m = 1; 2; ::: :

By Sm we denote a lateral surface of the cylinder Cm. Here and further we'llassume that the following conditions are ful�lledlm+1�m ln lm�m m!0�! 0; lm+1 < �m < lm; m = 1; 2; ::: : (4)
Let (� ; �) be an arbitrary point belonging to Em = Alm;�mnD. Fix this point,the number m and consider the function

g (t; x) = Fs;� (t� � ; x� �) :
Estimate sup(t;x)2Smg (t; x) :
By the inequality ja� bj � jjaj � jbjj we have

sup(t;x)2Smg (t; x) � (t� �)�s exp �(jxj � j�j)24� (t� �)
!
� (t� �)�s�

� exp
0BBB@�

�2aq�se lm � 2q�se lm�2
4� (t� �)

1CCCA = (t� �)�s exp �slm (a� 1)2e (t� �)
! :

The function t�s exp �slm (s� lm)2ez
! is an increasing function with respect to

z at 0 < z < lm. Since 0 < t� � < lm then
sup(t;x)2Smg (t; x) � l�sm exp �slm (a� 1)2elm

! = l�sm exp �s (a� 1)2e
! : (5)

Now, estimate inf(t;x)2Cm+1g (t; x) :
By the inequality ja� bj � jaj+ jbj we have

inf(t;x)2Cm+1g (t; x) � (��)�s exp � j�j24� (��)
! exp j�j24� (��) � jx� �j24� (t� �)

!
�
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� l�sm exp j�j24� (��) � j�j24� (t� �) � jxj24� (t� �) � 2 jxj j�j4� (t� �)

!
�

� l�sm exp j�j24�
� 1
�� � 1t� �

�
� jxj24� (t� �) � 2 jxj j�j4� (t� �)

!
�

� l�sm exp j�j24� t(��) (t� �) � jxj24� (t� �) � 2 jxj j�j4� (t� �)
!
�

� l�sm exp 4�s (��) lm lm�� (�lm+1)4� (��) (�lm+1 + �m) � 4a2�slm+14e� (�lm+1 + �m)�
�2ap�slm+12q�s (��) ln lm��2�pe (�lm+1 + �m)

1A �

� l�sm exp
0@�s lm+1�m ln lm�m1� lm+1�m � a2s lm+1�me�1� lm+1�m � �

2asq lm+1�m ln lm�mpe�1� lm+1�m �
1A = l�sm exp��seJ1� ;

where
J1 = e lm+1�m ln lm�m1� lm+1�m + a2 lm+1�m1� lm+1�m + 2aqe lm+1�m ln lm�m1� lm+1�m :

By condition (4) there exists such m0, that for m � m0; J1 < 1.And thus inf(t;x)2Cm+1g (t; x) � l�sm e� se : (6)
Granting, that (� ; �) is an arbitrary point from Em by (5) and (6) we have

sup(�;�)2Em(t;x)2Sm
Fs;� (t� � ; x� �) � l�sm e� s(a�1)2e ; (7)

sup(�;�)2Em(t;x)2Sm
Fs;� (t� � ; x� �) � l�sm e� se : (8)

Now, let Em be a B-set and measure � be de�ned on it. The function
U (t; x) = Z

Em Fs;� (t� � ; x� �) d� (� ; �)
is said to be a potential type function. Then we obtain from (7) and (8)

sup(t;x)2SmU � l�sm e� s(a�1)2e � (Em) ; (9)
inf(t;x)2Cm+1U � l�sm e� se� (Em) : (10)
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Remark. It follows from the ways stated above by means of which we getinequalities (7) and (8), that these inequalities are true also in the case

lm+1�m ln lm�m < K; lm+1 < �m < lm; m = 1; 2; ::: ;
where K is some positive number depending on s; � and a.

2. Lemma on increase. Introduce the following de�nition. Let s > 0 and� > 0 be given. Let E � B be a set in Rn+1. Consider on E all possible measures� such that Z
E Fs;� (t� � ; x� �) d� (� ; �) � 1 for (t; x) =2 �E : (*)

Assume s;� (E) = sup� (E) ;where the upper bound is taken on all possible measures satisfying the condition(*).Call the number s;� a parabolic (s; �)-capacity of the set E.Now let's pass to the formulation and proof of the lemma on increase of positivesolutions of equation (1).Lemma. Let the numbers s > 0; � > 0; a > 5 be given and the number m
be �xed. Let Cm have the above indicated sense. Let D � Rn+1 be a domain with

eigen boundary � and Cm+1 \D 6= ?. Let �m be the part of the eigen boundary D
which is located strictly interior to Cm. Let the operator L be strictly de�ned in D
and for this operator it is ful�lled the condition

� � �1 and s � M12� ; (11)
where �1; M1 are the constants of inequalities (2),(3). Let u (t; x) be a subparabolic

function for this operator continuous in �D, positive in D and vanishing in �m. Then
if condition (4) is ful�lled, then

supD\Cmu > �1 + �l�sm s;� (Em)� supD\Cm+1u; (12)
where � > 0 is a constant dependent on s; � and a.Proof. Fix m and give an arbitrary " > 0 and let the measure � de�ned on Embe such that U (t; x) = Z

Em Fs;� (t� � ; x� �) d� (� ; �) � 1
exterior to �Em and � (Em) > s;� (Em)� " :Denote supD\Cm =Mm and introduce the subsidiary function

� (t; x) =Mm �1� U (t; x) + l�sm e� s(a�1)2e � (Em)� :
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By inequality (11) the function U is subparabolic and therefore � is subparabolic.Everywhere on the eigen boundary of the domain D we have:

u �t0; x0� � lim(t;x)!(t0;x0)� (t; x) ;
In fact, the eigen boundary of the domain D consists of ��m and points arrangedon Sm and in the lower basis of Cm.Since U � 1 exterior to �Em, then

lim(t;x)!(t0;x0)2��m� (t; x) � 0;
when uj��m = 0 (uj�m and so, by continuity uj��m = 0). Further, on the lower basisof Cm at the points of the boundary arranged at the positive distance from �m andso at the positive distance from Em, the function U equals zero and thus, � > Mmwhen u �Mm. Finally, on Sm by inequality (9)

U � l�sm e� s(a�1)2e � (Em)
and so, � �Mm but u �Mm.Consequently by the maximum principle u � � in D

supD\Cm+1u � supD\Cm+1� �Mm �1� infD\Cm+1U + l�sm e� s(a�1)2e � (Em)�
and by inequality (10)

supD\Cm+1u �Mm �1� l�sm �e� se � e� s(a�1)2e
��s;� (Em)� "�� :

Since this is true for any ", then we �nally get
supD\Cmu � �1� �l�sm s;� (Em)� supD\Cm+1u;

where � = e� se � e� s(a�1)2e whence the required inequality (12) follows.The lemma is proved.Remark. If in special case in the lemma on increase we take �m = lm2 ;lm+1lm = q < 1 then we get the result indicated in [2].
3. A theorem on the regularity of a boundary point. Now let's pass tothe de�nition of M1; �1-regularity of the point.Let D � Rn+1 be a domain and @D its boundary. LetM1 and �1 be two positivenumbers. The point �t0; x0� 2 @D is said to be M1; �1-regular if the followingconditions are ful�lled.For any "1 > 0 and "2 > 0 there will be found such a � > 0 that whatever isthe domain D0 � D; wholly lying on a half-space t < t0; whatever is the uniformparabolic operator L0, de�ned in D0 for which M 01 � M1; �01 � �1 whatever is thesubparabolic for this operator function u0 (t; x) not exceeding a unit in D0 and not
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exceeding zero at the intersection of eigen boundary D0 and "1-vicinity of the point�t0; x0� (if it is not empty), it is ful�lled the following inequality

u0 (t; x) � "2:Theorem 1. In order that the point
�t0; x0� 2 @D be M1; �1-regular, it is

su�cient that 1X
m=1 l

�M12�1m m =1; (13)
where m =  M12�1 ;�1 (Alm;�mnD).Proof. Without loss of generality, we can take the point (0; 0) instead of thepoint �t0; x0�. We'll consider the cylinder

Cm = C�lm;00;2aq�se lm ; m = 1; 2; :::; a > 5 :
Let "1 > 0 and "2 > 0. Let there be a subdomain D0 � D disposed in a half-spacet > 0 and the operator L0, constants M 01 and �01 of inequalities (2), (3) for whichM 01 �M1; �01 � �1are satis�ed.Let u0 (t; x) be a subparabolic function and for it

u0 (t; x) � 1 in D0
and u0 (t; x) j�0\O"1 (0;0) � 0;where �0 is the eigen boundary of D0, and O"1 (0; 0) is "1-vicinity of the point (0; 0)in Rn+1. We are to show that there exists � > 0 dependent on "1; "2;M1 and �1,on the domain D, but independent of neither D0; L0 nor u0, such that for each point(t; x) 2 D0 \O� (0; 0) it is true the inequalityu0 (t; x) < "2:For each m = 1; 2; ::: we denote

Mm = supD0\Cmu0:Now, for each m we consider the cylinders Cm; Cm+1. Consider a set of suchpoints (t; x) 2 D0 \ Cm in which u0 (t; x) > 0. In this set we choose the componentD0m containing that intersection point D0 with eigen boundary �m+1 of the cylinderCm+1 where the function u0 attains the values Mm+1. We have
 M12�1 ;�1 �Alm;�mnD0m� �  M12�1 ;�1 (Alm;�mnDm) = m:

Therefore, applying to the cylinders Cm and Cm+1 to the function D0m andfunction u0 the lemma on increase at s = M12�1 and � = �1, we get
Mm �

�1 + �l� M12�1m m�Mm+1
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and, consequently,

Mm �Mm+1 � �l�M12�1m mMm+1;whence, summing the both sides by the index m, we get
supD u0 � u0 (0; 0) = 1X

m=1 (Mm �Mm+1) > � 1X
m=1 l

�M12�1m mMm+1: (14)
Since the left hand side of inequality (14) is �nite, then by the convergence of the

series 1X
m=1 l

�M12�1m m there exists such a subsequence fMmkg of the sequence fMmg,that Mmk ! 0, as k !1. This means that the a�rmation of the theorem is true.The theorem is proved.Now, let lm = l�m lnm; �m = e�m lnmm��; 0 < � < 1. It is easy to show thatthe sequences flmg1m=1 and f�mg1m=1 chosen by such a way satisfy the condition (4).In this case we have
1X

m=1 l
�M12�1m  M12�1 ;�1

�Dc \ ~Alm;�m� � 1X
m=1 l

�M12�1m  M12�1 ;�1
�C��m;00;�m �

�

� C1 1X
m=1 l

�M12�1m ��m ln lm�m
�M12�1 = C2 1X

m=1
��mlm ln lm�m

�M12�1 � C3 1X
m=1

lnM12�1 m�M12�1 ;
where �m = 2q�sl �m ln lm�m . For �M12�1 > 1 the last series converges. Then thesu�cient condition of M1; �1-regularity of boundary point will have the form

1X
m=1

�em lnm�M12�1  M12�1 ;�1 (Dc \Ae�m lnm) = +1
and integral representation of this condition will be of the following formZ �ez ln z�M12�1  M12�1 ;�1 (Dc \Ae�z ln z) dz = +1: (15)

Make the substitution of the variable t = z ln z. Hence we have
dz = dtln z + 1 :It is clear that ln z + 1~ ln z, at z � 2. Since ln z < ln z + ln ln z = ln t < 2 ln z,then ln z~ ln t.Then we get from (15)Z etsln t M12�1 ;�1 (Dc \Ae�t) dt = +1:

So, we proved the following theorem.Theorem 2. In order that the point
�t0; x0� 2 @D be M1; �1-regular it is

su�cient that 1X
m=2

emslnmm (Dc \Ae�m) = +1
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where m =  M12�1 ;�1 (Dc \Ae�m) :
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